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S, -T. Hsue, D. G. Langncr, V. L. Longmirc,
H. 0. Menlove, P. A. Russo, and J. K. Sprinkle, Jr.

Los A1amos National IAoratory, USA

Conventional methods of nondestructive assay (lW?A) have azcuratcly assayed the plu-
tonium content of many forms of relatively pure and homogeneous bulk items.
However, physical and chemical heterogeneities and the high and variable impurity
levels of romy categories of processing sctap bias the conventional NDA results. The
rnatctials also prcacnt a significant challenge to the assi nmcnt of reference values to

Lprocess materials for purposes of evaluating tie NDA me s.

A recent study using im urc, heterogeneous, pyrochemical residues from americium
Irmltcn salt ex- (MkE) has kn aimed at evaluatin$ NDA assay mctkls based on
conventional garmna-ray and neutron mcasurenwnt tcctuuques and enhanced with analy-
- designed to address the problems of heterogeneities and im uritics. The study in-

{eluded a sigrtific~i effint to obtain reference values for the MS spent salts used in the
study. Tw~ of the improved NDA tcchnique$ suitable for in-line assay of Iutonium in

1’bulk, show promise for t.irncly in- recess assays for one of the most difflcu t pyrochem-
/’ical residues gcncratcd as well as or other impure heterogeneous wrap categories,

Plutonium in the bulk forms generated by scrap recovery qrcrations is often chemically
impum and physically and chemically hctero encous, The pyrmhcmical residues, in pticu-

flar, arc lean and hi hly impure chloride-sa t-based materials in which the plutonium can
Jcoexist in W me lic and salt f- the amaicium content is

P
ically high (fkom a few to

tens of weight percents telativc to plutonium), and the
%

id bu residue consists of hcter@
genooua and noT JMtativcchunks of various sires. is dcwribcs the arrmricium molten
salt ex~,ction (M E) spent salts, in particular. Minimizing the handling of such highly
rditivc materials rquircs assigning countability values to these msiducs without rctmv-
ing them km the prwcss line; they cm then be imrmdi~tcly muted either to the next stage of
processing or to waste disposal.

For the MSE spent salts (and for other py,ochernical residues) plutonium accountability
vrducs assigned by diffctence (residue v~luc equals feed value minus product value) arc
grossly in error tu.cause thcv arc the small difference of two large numbers, each with its own
uncertainty. Routine crushing, blending, and wmpling of combined MSE spent salt items for
accountability is prohibited by the extreme inhomogeneltieg ●nd high contact radiation dose
rates. Lfcalorimetric mcasurcrncnts, interpreted bj~gamma-my {aotopics for the bulk items,
are used to obtain plutonhrm assays, rc-quilibratkn fmccdurcs must be incorporated as a

Jresult of tic ex&cmcly long (12- m 2 h) thermal equihbration times required for the chunk j
residues, .Morcovcr, when the americium content cxcoeds several pcrcem (by wmght relative
to plutcmim), even the state of the art in gam.rna-ray isoto !CSfor hcwogencous bu~k matcd-

ffals ma not provide the required accuracy for the s~i c power (watts per gram of luto-
nium) L al’auw most of the heat is provided by the anxnciurm FIrrthermorc, the practic ity of
in-line calminwtry has not been dcrnonstratcd to date.

Se entcd gamma-my scani?ing (SGS) and passive neutron coincidence counting
Y(PNCC are two methods of measuring bulk plutonium that have been used in glove-box

Ilncs. Rcccnt dvanms in plutonium nondestructive assays (NDAs) based on SGS III and



PNCC314show promise for the bulk assay of plutonium in MSE spent salts and other pyro-
chcm.ical residues. A recent Los Alamos StUay5ushg MSE spent salts has evaluated these
two new NDA approaches, in addition to the NDA of plutonium by calorimctxy/gamma-ray
isotopics. This study has two distinct phaws: evaluating the MIA methods, and assigning
reference values (for total plutonium and isotopic composition) to the 14 process residues
(MSE spent salts) usscdin the study.

The fmt efforts to obtain reference values for the MSE spent salts involved completely
dissolving the individual bulk items and sampling the dissolver for destructive analysis (DA).5
This zwthod was extremely difficult to control tmd was abandoned after it was applied to four
of the rcsdiics used in the study. Subscquendy, each rcmai.ning bulk residue was pulverized,
sieved, blended, and sarnplcd for DA. The metallic portion (remaining in the sieve) of each
residue itcm was stoichiomcrnm.lly oxided and reintroduced into the pulverized residue salt
phase for blendhig, ~ecausc this second approach to obtaining rcfercncc VdUCSSftdkCS
only a few grams (out of 1 to j I kg) of the bulk mass for DA, the method leaves behind ho-
mogenized rcfcrcnce materials vith !he bulk chemical compition of the pmccss residues. It
also provides an additional phtsc for ~!c NDA evaluation in that each NDA method can bc
used again on the homogenized residues to independently evaluate the sensitivity of the
method tc the hctcrogcncitics of the process nmtcrials.

A sc~amte report on the details and results of tic physical and chemical praxhrcs used
to characterize the residues is being prepared.6 This report alw includes the rcsuhs of the
evaluation of the NDA of the MSE spent salts by calorirnctqdgamma-my isompics. ml con-
clusions on its usc as a rcfcrcnce tcchniquc for evaluating or verifying other NDA medmds
applied to these residues. Table I lists the bulk nmsscsand the rcfcrcncc values for total plu-
tonium mass and isotopic composition for each of the 14 MSE spent salts used in the study.
The following sections desmibc the evaluations of the ncw SGS and PNCC methods for the
NDA of spent MSE SdtS.

2.1 ~
The traditional SGS procedure was dcvelapcd in the early 1970s.7 In this prwcdurc,

usnsrnission+orrcctcd gamma-ray assays arc performed on a rotating bulk item, segment by
scpmcnt, to minimize some of the effects of heterogeneity. For each segment+ the measured
transmission is used to derive a self-auenuation correction. The assumption is that the bulk
aftcnuation can be chamcterkd by a single linear attenuation cdflcicnt, which, in gcncrd, is

T* 1. Refaencc Vducs fcmT- Pluumiumd kmpic Gnpodan d h CM@rA)(UmdmJ) MSE Spm Sah

Pu Wei@u Fmdons k Ckmhy
]51A~ TOUI 1%

sUn@crD “ IIIpu 2J9pu 240pu 141pu 241pu (pp) (g)
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XBLp1301 L 0,0129 VI.M7 6.0431 0,247 0.03 2319 247
RPMSEI ()a7 93,973 5,653 0,147 0.02 53633 2438
KFMSE2 00101 93so5 5,9536 0,2032 0.028 47482 372.7
RFMSEJ 1. ucm7 93,1126 5S6 0>2633 0.04 7103 .55s
RFMSd4 il my 91889 5,@71’9 0s2051 0.025 45486 4W 7
RFMSE3 L 00W4 91,S32 58576 02698 0.032 3331 1412
ARP5V5 OH 936s8 3,91M 0,3359 0.031 4391U 261.6
ARI%42 00073 944.38 5418 0.1213 0.0(5 45777 21~,5



dominated by the marnx. This procedure can provide unbiased assays if the item contains
SNM in powders or fine particle sizes.

Unfortunately, much of t-heSCrapnd waste generated in the facilities contains SNM in
the form of lumps, and if the SGS procedure is applied to these items, the assay results will
be biased, usually in ttie negative direction. To minimize the bias caused by the lumps, lump-
corrccted segmented ymuna-ray scanning (LCSGS) was developed Details of the technique
can k found in Ref. 1.

2.2 ~
The MSE spelt salts are ideal for studying the differences between &aditiona.1 SGS and

LCSGS analyses because these salts arc known to contain metallic lumps of plutonium.
Fouficcn MSE spent salt items were measured with the SGS, and the spectra for each item
were analyzed by both methods. The traditional SGS assay results arc summtized in Table
11.

Table II. Summaryof Traditional SGSMeasumrtentsof hlSE Salt Samples

Scis s“ SGS s“ Stis s’ S(”S s’
(129) ( 1:$) (203) (2:?) (345) (3:!) (4 I’4) (4 ;:)

Sample ID (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g) (g)

XBLP120 78.7 90.8 0.9 91.8 90,7
XBLP2G7 76.7 ::; 104,5 1.0 116,3 ::: 116.7 :::
X13LPS30) 108.2 0.8 147.6 0.9 164,0 0.4 163,9 0,2
xBLP270 60.5 0.6 81.5 0.8 !39,8 0.4 69.7 0,2
XBLP121 83.9 0.6 116,7 1,2 127,0 0.8 128.6 0.5
XBLP278 52,8 0.5 68.3 0.7 73,3 0.4 74.0 o,~

XBLPS30, 92,7 0,9 134.2 1.2 179.2 0.6 186,1 0.3
RFMSEI 172.2 4,2 212.O 220.2 0.7 218.5 0,4
RFMSE2 149.4 14.6 241.5 ;:: 322.6 0.8 326,3 0.7
RFMSEI 35.0 0.2 43,6 0.4 47.5 (),3 48,2 0.1
RFMSE4 156,6 7.7 262.1 50 357.2 0.9 358.6 0.7
RFMSE5 55.2 1.2 82.1 0.9 109,1 0,4 112.1 0.2
ARF595 176.7 14,3 22-1.8 7.5 248.1 0.6 244.2 0,3
ARF642 182,4 10.2 202.6 S.7 198,7 05 197,5 0.3

Notice that for some items there is a substantial increase in the SGS assay with increasing
assay energy; this indicates that the items do contain SNM in lumps. The lump-comected
SGS assay results are summtizcd in Table 111. The Ium conection can be applied to the

f414-keV assay, ba~ed on the difference between 1Z9- an 414-keV assay results; these arc
listed under LCSGS’ 129) in the table. Similarly, the lump correction can be applied to the
414-keV assay basti~ cn the difference between 203- and 414-keV assa s [listed under

zLCSGS(203)], as well ~s between 34!5- and 414-keV assays [listed under L SGS(345)].
The lump con-cctio~ cart be applied in two wtiys: to the data, segment by segment, or to

the entire item (the sum c r all the segments), We found that the magnitude of the lump cor-
rections for these MSE sp w salts varies from segment to segment. The comcction in this
table has been made to the dai~ from e~ch segment individually. The conlparison to the refer-
ence values is shown in Table IV and also in Fig. 1.

From this study, the following conclusion can lx made, The traditional SGS assay is
biased w average of 8.7% for these MSE spent salts, The LCSGS assay significantly re-
duces the bias from 8.”/% to 4%, The remaining bias could arise from three sources, Some
of these samples contain relatively Ictrgc amcwnts of zqTNp, which emits a 415.76-keV



Table ~. Lump-Corrected SGS Measurements of MSE Sa.hU.rnplcs

LCSGS LC~GS LCSGS LCStiS
(129) (203) (345) Average

sample ID (g) (g) (g) (g)

XBLP120
XBLP267
XBLPS300
XBLP270
XBLP121
XBLP278
XBLPS301
RFMSEI
RFMSE2
RFMSE3
RFMSE4
RFMSE5
ARF595
ARF642

93.4
124.5

173.5
94.9

13$.g

7i’.8
206.6
224.8
353.5
50.7

394.4

119.9
252.5
20b.9

94.0
123.5
171.2
92.2

132.5
76.2

214,0
224.1
358.3

49.8
399.2
123,9
250.5
209.6

91.5
119.4
165.9
91.1

133,0
74<6

209.2
225.0
342.8

49,1
373.5
120.2
251.5
202.0

92.97
122.47
170.20
92.73

133.77
76.20

209.93
224,63
351.53

49.87
389.03
:21,33
251.50
206.17

Table IV. Comparison of SGS Measurements with the Reference Vaks

Ref 23% SGS LCSGS Lum Com Ratio RDcio
Sample ID (g) (g) Q) (2) (SGSIRef) (LCSGS/Ref)

XBLP120
XBLP267
XBLPS300
XBLP270
xBLP121
XBLP278
XBLPS301
RFMSEI
RFMSE2
RFMSE3
RFMSE4
RFMSE5
ARF595
AliF64?.

104.98
118.28
186.35
93.0s

146.03
85.51

231.26
229,13
349,65

52.13
383s69
132,50
24693
207,29

9(?.7
116.7
163.9
89.7

128.6
74.0

186.1
218,5
326s3
48,2

338.6
112.1
244.2
197,5

92.97
122.47
170.20
92.20

133.:’7
76.20

209.93
224.63
351.53

49.87
389.03
121.33
251,50
206.17

2,44
4,71
370
2.71
3.8b
2.89

11.35
2.73
7.18
3.35
7.82
7,61
2.90
4.21

Avemge
10

0.864
0.987
0.880
0.964
0.881
0.865
0.805
0.954
0,933
0.925
0.935
0,846
().989
(),953

0.913
0,056

0.886
lme35
0.913
0.99 I
o,9!6

0,891
0.908
0.980
I .005
0.957
1,014
0,916
1.019
0,995

(),959

0.052
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Fig. 1. SGS and LCSGS assays of the 14 MSE samples. The reference vaiues are
obta”ned by &structive analyses.

gamma ray through its ‘3Pa daughter. This
r

ak interfcms with the414-kcV peak determi-
nation, and in the rcgionof-interest medmd o obtaining the peak area, the @ area is under-
es-hatai. Tlmrcforc the 414-keV assay could be biased low, A second possibility iss sirni-
Iar interference in the 414-keV background region caused by pulse pileup of the intense 208-
keV gamma-ray photopcak. The thisd possible source of bti is that *Ac LCSGS assumes that
all the SNM lumps arc the same size. If the SW patticle sizes arc dimibutcd, the comction
may be biased, and the bias will depend on the pamclc size disrnbution.

3, UIVAI . .~“~-nmm

3.1 Qf&,,
llte three unknown quantities in plutonium assays based on PNCC measurements arc the

mass of the plutonium, the neutron multiplication (M) of the unknown item, and the ra!io (a)
of a,n to spontaneous fission (SF) neutrons. For relatively pure materials, tic value of cscart

be assigned based on the chemical composition so that the two measured quantities, the real
coincidence (R), and total neutron (T) count mtcs can be used to solve both for M and for the
effective 2mPu mass, 240Puc[r, the spontaneously fissioning com~nent of the plutonium,a
TIM known isotopic composition of the plutonium-bearing item IS used to obtain the total
plutonium mass from the assay result. Because impurities in the residue categories arc large
and variable, values for a cnnnot be assigned to residue materials, An alternate apprwach
must h taken to Pckform the assay when a is unknown. The assays described usc PNCC
data obtained with the HLNCC-11.9



In the point model of passive neutron coincidence counting as described by Stewart,16 T
and R are expressed as a- and M dependent quantities. By substituting T into the quation
f(x R to gk

R=~(M2) ~ff+kl M(M-l)T, (1)

the quantity a becomes included in the measured T. The constants in Eq. (1) can be defined,
using Stewart’s notation, 10as

ko ‘~v(v - l)SF nsF
(2)

and

kl=ti V(v -1 )(’)

2 @.1 ‘ (3)

where e is the neutron detection cfflcicncy, f is the fraction of neutrons counted in the coinci-
dence gate, nSF is the spontaneous-fission decay rate per unit mass of 240Puerr, and the

quantities v and V(V - 1) are the fiit and second moments (respectively) of the SF and in-
duced (I) fissiorl neutron multiplicity distributions. Note that for the HLNCC-LI, ICOis a well-
established qunnt.ify (18.14 ● s-I “ g ~“pueff) for assays of moisture-free bulk items.

The two u]t.knowns in Eq. (1) can be reduced m one by describing the (unknown) M in
terms of a mulirnplication-equivalent-(effective) fissile mm or M-E-F mass, U9PWT, and a
sample geornet~ factor, G:

(4)

where k2 is u constant and G is defined by the bulk shapes and dimensions of the unknown
items. [For cylindrical ackages of radius r and fill height h, G is equivalent to r(r + h)].4
Similar to ‘)F&ff, the J 9Puff is c!cfined by the total plutonium mass and the isotopic com-
position of tk plutonium-bearing itcm.11 Ite ratio of the effective masses is y such that

:’ul’tlp~ff = y ● 239Pueff , (5)

where y is dcwm.incd by isotopic composition alone, independent of mass. Substitution of
Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (1) gives an equation in the measured quan[itics, R and T, with only
one unknown, ~9PMff. In the limit, as (M - 1) approaches zero, appropriate for residues, the
equation is simplifkd for two genend cases: (i) very large a and (ii) undefined a.

3.2
,.

Is ve~~ .
Substituting Eqs. (4) md (5) into Eq. (1) and rcamanging gives

(6)

(7)

whcm

RIF = R - y ~ 240Pue~ ,



A=klk22, (8)

and

B~kl!t2. (9)

For residues such as the fnt extraction MSE spent salts, (34 - i) approaches zero, and the a
values arc very large because of the high (>1%) americium contcnL In this limit, the simple
self-intmogation (S rj ~’pproxi.mationis

C=7~M2-i )239&, (10)

where C is shownlz to be sufficiently small to be approximated by a constant in Eq. (6). The
residues tlm qualify will have chamtcristically small values of ~.

Calibmticr, of the S1 assay is pcrfomed with R and T data otxaimd b the high-ameri-
cium crushed MSE spent salts by fitting a quadratic function to Eq. (6) to sulve for A, B, and
C. The results of this fit are shown in Fitz. 2.

The assays of the original (uncrush~) MSE spent salts arc based on a rcan-angement of
(6):

O = a@%,@2 + I@%@ + c (11)

where the af!lcients,

+ ,

7

● low Am

6- ~ hqhof Am

,

5“

4“

3-

*

2“ y = 1,0482 + 0.01 18x + 5.5599=7x

, R m 1.00

1 r 1 I 1

0 100 200 300 400 500

100 ● 2~9Puw/Q (g/am2)

(12)

Fij, 2. Quadratic fit to cruskd salt measurement resultsfor calibration of Si assuy.



b=~+koy,

ad

c=~-R,

arc unique to each unknown item. The S1 assay result is

(13)

(14)

(15)

The values of K T, G, and y arc given clscwhcr&~l.z for each MSE spent salt measurement
(including multiple measurements of given salts in different cmminers corrcspmding to
different G values). The ratio of the S1 assay result to the reference value for each
measurement is given in Table V. The average ratio is biased high if the (four) lowcr-
americium items me incluti consistent with expectations for these items, The ratios are also
plotted vs ~9& and vs pment americium in Fig. 3.

3.3 -C waaM E F ~-a C=
.-.

SonM ~E spent salts resulting from a second cx&action of americium from impure
metal, and other plutonium residues with large but less than 1% americium content do not
satisfy the criteria for S1. In this case, the measured ratio, R/T, is larger for a given residue
catc wy. One result of a decrease

?
in a is that e in kl ~. (3)] is no longer constant because

the generally higher energy) fission neutrons komc a significant fraction of the neutrons
produced This limitation can be more significant for the chloride-based salts for which
average a,n neutron energies are S1 MeV compared to 2 MeV for fission neutrons.
However, the americium content of the second extraction MSE spent salts is still relatively
high @).3%) so that typical a values arc= for these materials. In these cases, the neutron
energy spectrum is still domina:cd by a,n neutrons. Therefore, Eq. (1) is again used,
assuming kl to be constant, with an approximation based on the limit as M - 1 approaches
zero. llw approximation includes

h@=2M-1 (16)

atul

M(R4-I)=M-1 , (17)

Substituting Eqs. (4), (5),(16), and (17) into Eq. (1) gives the M-E-F mass relationship to R
and T that inclwies lower-a cases:

?“’’(w)(%)+’’(%)+”(w)*
where

A’m2kokz,

B’m~

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

ad

C’=klk2.
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Calibration for this mm general approach that includes lower a values uses R md T data
from all of the crushed MSE spent salts in a least squares fit to Eq. ( 18) to obtain A’, B’, and
c’.

Forassay of the original (uncmhed) MSE spent sslts, Eq. ( 18) is rcamangcd to give

O= a’ (239~#t b’(239fief,) + C’ * (22)
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Fig. 3. The S1 M-E-F assay results divided by the r~erence value vs ~JVPUeff(left) and vs
americium weight percent (right) for tk original MSE spent saks.

where the coefficients,

*,=A’Y—. ,
G

C’Tb’=B’y+~ ,

and

am unique to each unknown item

(23)

(24)

(25)

The assay result fa this nmrc general approach is

.
(26)

The ratio of the assay result to the refrence value for each assay is given in Table V, A 3%
bias appears in the averege SCSUILbut Ae relative bias for the lower-arnesicium MSE spent
salts has vanished. The ratios an also plotted vs ~& and vs percent americium in Fig. 4,

4. CONCLUSIONS

Both the ~XS(3S and the M-E-F PNCC assays show promise for timely in-poccss as-
says of pymchcmical residues such as the MSE spent salts. The study demonstrates that 5%
(1u) asmy results arc achieved with tie LCSGS. Further investi ations will f terminc the

&cause of a 4% negative bias in tie assay. Evaluation of the L(’.S S results fol the crushed
MSEs nt salts should help distinguish between ZWNpor 208-IccVpileup interference and the
dv“ “ “tyof lump sizes as postulated cause~ of the bias. Elimination of the bias may also im-

pmve the assay uncena.inty.
The M-E-F PNCC results obtained in the sim Ie S1approximation are 7% ( la) assay rc-

[suits, which arc unbiased for those residues for w ich the americium content exceeds 1 wt%
(relative 10plutonium). A more general approach to the M-E-F PNCC assays eliminates the
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Fig. 4. The more general M-E-F assay resuhs divtid by tk re$erence value vi W7@l@
and vs americium weight percent (right) for tk original MSE spent salts.

positive bias that cx.cursin the S1results for the lower americium rcsiduesc The more general
approach gives 6% (10) assays, but in this case the assays have a 3% positive bias. ‘l’hisbias
may b caused by the cnergydcpcndcnt neutron detection efficmncy coupled with shifts in
thawutmn energy specmrn that result from -mriable a values ml chemical differences in tie
matrix composition. Further investigations will include measurements desi cd to provide

Yenergy information that might be used to identify snd correct these sources o bias. A longer
tam improvement is the nse of d coincidence counter designed for minimum newcm energy
dcpctincc.
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